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Class Location: South

8649 63 Avenue, Phone (780) 469-1147

Class #: 1-4917

Classroom: S2 Teacher: Lois Miller

Description: Who knew that this interesting woven design would only need three collours - a light, a 

dark and a background? Looks wonderfully complicated but only two basic paper-pieced blocks result 

in an intricate looking finished design. (Finished sample runner is 16" x 40" but easy to expand to 

another size).
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SupplySupplySupplySupply    listlistlistlist

    -sewing machine in good working order with all accessories and cords

    -the usual sewing supplies

    -1/4" foot for piecing

    - neutral thread

    -rotary cutter, mat and ruler

    - 6 1/2" square (optional)

    - "add-a-quarter" ruler for paper piecing

    

Fabric Requirements:

        Fat quarter of light

        Fat quarter of dark

        Fat quarteer of background

        .5m fabric for border and binding

        20" x 44" for backing

        20" x 44" for batting

Policies

Payment is requested at the time of registration

Phone registrations are possible with a credit card

If the minimum enrolment is not reached 1 week before the class, it will b

e cancelled for a full refund.  OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS require 1 month notice 

for cancellation unless otherwise stated.

If you must cancel, as a participant, you will receive a full refund up to 
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one week prior to the start date unless an OUTSIDE INSTRUCTOR is teaching 

the class.

No REFUNDS will be given 6 days (or less) prior to the start date of the c

lass, (OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS 1 month)  however, you may send someone in your 

place.

Do not purchase your supplies until you are certain that the class is runn

ing.

Supply lists are available for each class.  Please ensure that you pick on

e up at one of either locations or visit our Web-site at: www.centralsewin

g.com
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